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Betting on sports is a worldwide phenomenon, and Bitcoin is quickly emerging as a convenient
means of payment. This list will make selecting a sportsbook that accepts cryptocurrency wagers a
breeze.

 

The popularity of crypto casinos and other forms of online gambling, such as sports betting, continue
to rise. However, not all cryptocurrency-based sportsbooks are trustworthy. Find the finest betting
sites with great user experience, decent reviews, easy deposit and withdrawal options, and you will
have a far better chance of keeping your money rather than losing it.

 

In this guide, we assess and evaluate more than a dozen of the top Bitcoin betting sites available
today.

 

What Is Crypto Sports Betting?
 

 

In this context, “crypto sports betting” is wagering on sporting events using bitcoin. In the wake of
the initial cryptocurrency’s huge success, it has been widely adopted. The cryptocurrency market
has expanded rapidly over the past few years, and now includes several different coins such as
Bitcoin (BTC), Bitcoin Cash (BCH), and many Altcoins (ALT). The digital coins used in
cryptocurrency have several uses, as discovered by its users. Moreover, crypto sports betting is one
use case for cryptocurrencies.

 

To place a wager on a sporting event’s outcome, cryptocurrency is employed rather than traditional
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cash. A growing trend in the world of online gambling is sports betting with cryptocurrencies like
Bitcoin and Ethereum (virtual or real-time.) Some of the top crypto betting sites are exclusively for
use with cryptocurrencies, while others let users to deposit and withdraw using fiat currencies.

 

The rising popularity of bitcoin sports betting has resulted in the majority of the best online casino
sites incorporating a crypto sportsbook into their offerings. Futures betting, prop betting, and other
forms of cryptocurrency sports betting are supported by the finest crypto sports betting sites.
Bettors interested in sports events can pick a crypto gambling site that accepts their favourite
cryptocurrency and provides a variety of wagering alternatives.

 

 

 

Download App for Android Download App for iOS

How to Bet On Crypto Sports Betting Sites?
 

 

The top crypto sports betting sites allow punters to place wagers using cryptocurrency. In fact, a
wide variety of cryptocurrencies can be used to finance player accounts at the best online
sportsbooks. Gamblers can use these top cryptocurrency betting sites to make deposits and
withdrawals in the same digital currency.

 

It’s easy and straightforward to place a wager on a sporting event using a bitcoin betting platform.
Different types of cryptocurrency tokens provide different advantages for gamblers. Most digital
currencies, for instance, provide the added benefit of anonymity.

 

The speed with which users may make deposits and withdrawals of cryptocurrencies could be
contributing to the industry’s growth. One possible additional cause is the expansion of bettable
markets to include more virtual dealer games and esports like Dota 2.
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The ease of use provided by cryptocurrencies is a major incentive for many people to engage in
crypto betting.

 

As a result of the high number of people who place wagers on sporting events, this sector of the
economy is booming. Online casinos and poker rooms might be legal in some places, but many
others might prevent cryptocurrencies like Bitcoin and Ethereum from being wagered on. The
gambling business would not be the same without sportsbooks.

 

When cryptocurrencies are used for payments, gambling sites that accept them become legitimate.
Some of the best sports betting sites accept cryptocurrencies, and they feature wagering on a wide
variety of sporting events, including soccer, cricket, ice hockey, F1, horse racing, mixed martial arts,
and the English Premier League.

 

 

 

 

 

Top Crypto Sports Betting Sites 2023
 

Researching the finest Bitcoin soccer betting sites is a laborious and time-consuming procedure.
Across dozens of providers, we investigated the significance of supported sports betting markets,
other game types, odds, bonuses, security, withdrawal times, and much more.

 

Continue reading to discover the top Bitcoin sports betting sites for 2023.

 

Download App for Android Download App for iOS
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1.Lucky Block Casino and Sportsbook

 

 

Since its launch in 2022, Lucky Block has become one of the most talked-about cryptocurrencies
because to its daily giveaways and the approximately $1 billion market valuation of its native
LBLOCK token.

 

Lucky Block has returned with a whole new product—a sizable cryptocurrency gambling and sports
betting platform. Because of its extensive selection of betting markets and games, Lucky Block’s
betting site has been named the best crypto and bitcoin gaming site for the year 2023.

 

Bettors can place wagers on over 35 different sports markets at this top Bitcoin NFL betting service,
including the Premier League, the Champions League, the NFL, the NBA, and even eSports betting
on competitive video game events like CS:GO leagues. Betradar and Betgenius are just two of the
many major bookies that offer odds to their customers.

 

If you’re looking for some extra excitement in between games, the Lucky Block casino has thousands
of options. More than 2,700 different games, including slots, poker, blackjack, roulette, dice, and
many more, are available at the casino. These games come from a wide variety of reputable
developers, including as Red Tiger, Hacksaw Gaming, and Pragmatic.



 

To mark the launch of their brand new sportsbook and casino, the greatest provably fair casino is
offering tempting welcome bonuses. In addition to the reload bonuses available to high rollers and
VIPs, all new players at the top decentralized gambling site will receive 15% payback on losses
incurred during their first week of play.

 

Lucky Block is a top Bitcoin live casino that currently accepts Bitcoin, Ethereum, Litecoin, and
Dogecoin as well as plans to include LBLOCK as a payment option in the near future. The minimum
deposit is only $1, and gamers may use methods like credit cards, wire transfers, Apple Pay, and
Google Pay to make their deposits.

 

Those in the United States and the United Kingdom can use a virtual private network (VPN) to
access Lucky Block as well.

 

 

Pros

There are over 35 different sports betting markets, and that doesn’t even count eSports!
Thousands of games at one convenient location
Get 15% back in cash for a week
All major fiat currencies and 7 different cryptocurrencies are welcome.
There’s only a $1 minimum deposit, and cashouts happen quickly.

 

Cons

In some areas, a virtual private network (VPN) connection is required.
BC.Game is a casino and sportsbook that accepts forty or more different cryptocurrencies.

 

 

 

 

2. BC.Game

 



 

 

BC.Game  is a well regarded gaming platform that provides not only a comprehensive sportsbook
but also a plethora of casino games. Blackjack, roulette, slots, lotteries, and other games of chance
fall under this umbrella.

 

Our BC.Game review found that this cryptocurrency betting platform is great for gamblers
interested in a wide variety of games beyond just sports betting. Soccer, tennis, American football,
cricket, basketball, and many more are just some of the sports available at BC.Game’s sportsbook.
Bets can be placed at any time, from before the game begins until the final buzzer, thanks to live
odds.

 

This means that there is always a market open for placing a wager on a sporting event. BC.Game
accounts may be created in a matter of seconds, as the service provider needs only an email address
and a password to get started. BC.Game takes Bitcoin and many other popular cryptocurrencies
such as Dogecoin, Ethereum, XRP, and many more.

 

When it comes to incentives, BC.Game is unparalleled. For their first four deposits, new players can
receive a 100% bonus. This is in addition to current discounts for existing account holders and
amounts to a total of 180%, 200%, 220%, and 240% across the four payments. One might also join a
VIP club that provides even more privileges and benefits.

 

Pros



All new players from the United States are eligible for incentives on their first four deposits.
Over 150 different cryptocurrencies accepted Huge gaming library
Notable as a top Ethereum gambling site.

Cons

Accept currency deposits, which could lead to new Know Your Customer regulations.
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3.Cloudbet
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A Reliable Bitcoin Gambling Site Launched in 2013, Cloudbet has become a leading cryptocurrency-
focused gambling platform. More than 1,200 slot machines are available with traditional table
games, live dealers, and other options. Cloudbet is probably the greatest Bitcoin sportsbook for
those who are interested in using this currency.

 

The service provides access to thousands of betting markets on every conceivable sport, both before
and during games. In-play wagering is especially appealing due to the generous odds offered. The
main Cloudbet signup bonus is a 100% matched deposit up to 5 BTC. Many players also rank
Cloudbet highly because of its distinctive welcome bonuses and because it accepts Bitcoin as
payment.

 

To qualify for the bonus, a deposit of at least 0.001 Bitcoin (or its equivalent in another
cryptocurrency) is required. Cloudbet’s bonus is limited to standard casino and slot games, which is
the promotion’s main downside. There is consequently no sign-up bonus for sports betting.

 

 

Pros

Excellent standing among Bitcoin gambling communities.
Multiple thousand betting venues
Probability Comparisons
A premier online casino for the mining industry
Full-service live betting division
Free 5 Bitcoin for Gamblers

 

 

Cons

Not sold in the US, UK, or Australia

4. VAVE

 



 

If you’re looking for a top-tier online sportsbook and casino, look no further than VAVE Casino.
Sports like football, basketball, soccer, and tennis, along with news events like political elections and
television shows, are among the many topics they discuss.

 

Live betting and proposition bets are available on VAVE, in addition to the standard sportsbook fare.
With the odds being updated in real-time and the availability of over 25,000 live events each month,
placing a winning wager is a breeze.

 

VAVE’s casino is stocked with all your favorite table games, slot machines, and roulette in addition
to its sportsbook. These games were developed by industry leaders, and payouts are available in as
many as eight different cryptocurrencies, all of which may be withdrawn almost instantaneously.

 

There are three separate welcome bonuses available to new users who sign up for VAVE. You can
get 75 free spins and 75% up to 1 BTC in the first. The second and third provide a matched bonus of
up to 125%, for a total of up to $1.5 BTC, plus 125 free spins.

 

 

Pros

Numerous sports and events offered with competitive odds
Solid live betting opportunities
Instantaneous deposits and withdrawals
Generous initial deposit bonus for new players



 

 

Cons

Bonus restrictions and conditions apply Limited selection of casino games
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5.mBit
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mBit is a trusted cryptocurrency gambling platform, with access to over 2,000 games. Although a
sportsbook is not included, all other casino staples such as blackjack, roulette, dice, video poker, and
slot machines are available, as well as progressive jackpots in some cases. Since this is the case,
mBit is a top choice among Bitcoin roulette sites.

 

Software giants like SoftSwiss, Evolution Gaming, iTech Labs, and Play’n GO supply the games at
mBit, making it one of the best places to play cryptocurrency-based casino games online. mBit offers
seven cryptocurrencies for making deposits and withdrawals – notably Bitcoin, Ethereum, Litecoin,
Tether, Ripple Bitcoin Cash, and Dogecoin.

 

There are three different deposit bonuses available to new mBit account holders. The first one
provides a 75% match bonus up to 1 BTC and 75 free spins. The second one will double your deposit
by 100% up to 1.5 BTC and give you 100 free spins. The third gives a 125% matching bonus up to
1.5 BTC, plus 125 free spins.

 

 

Pros

First three deposits receive a bonus
Free spins available on each deposit bonus \sUS players allowed
There are slot machines for sale with bonuses accessible for play.

 



Cons

All wagering regulations have a 14-day deadline.
There is no betting exchange

 

 

 

 

FAQs
 

1.Is crypto sports betting website safe?

 

Where gambling regulations apply is subject to the jurisdiction of the gambler. Even though some
nations have bans on online gambling, punters can still visit any sportsbook that accepts digital
money because of the exceptional user experience it provides.

 

2.Can I safely bet  cryptos on sporting games?

 

When compared to regular currency bets, crypto bets pose less of a risk to the bettor. This is
because blockchain technology supports all crypto coins. Tokens allow users to remain anonymous
when making digital currency transactions, but these deals are always tracked. Consider this fact in
making your decision between placing a wager at a traditional sportsbook and one that accepts
cryptocurrency tokens.

 

3.In terms of winning money, what sport do you recommend?

 

As a result, many experienced gamblers avoid wagering on football and basketball games because of
how easily they can be predicted. However, the type of bet is more important than the game itself
when it comes to making a profit.
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